M-650
M-651
M-652
M-653
Class III/MDD Approved platforms for weighing wheelchairs
Fast, simple wheelchair weighing accurate to 100g
Available with handrails or indicator column
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Weighing a patient in a wheelchair shouldn’t be
more difficult than weighing one that can stand.
It’s often taken as a given that weighing a patient unable to stand is
more complicated and time consuming than weighing one that can
stand.
But why is this? As long as the scale itself is accessible enough, there
should be no reason to struggle weighing a patient in a wheelchair. The
M-65X series has been designed so that there is no struggle.

Marsden M-65X series: Four solutions in
one scale
Because every patient is different, and every weighing
requirement is different, we have created four solutions
from one weighing scale.
The M-650 is the simplest of our wheelchair scales. It is a large
flat area, with shallow ramps on two sides, that allows almost
any wheelchair to be rolled onto it and weighed. Class III
Approved 100g accuracy ensures it’s capable of providing
weight readings for almost any medical need.
Its easy to use indicator makes getting an accurate weight
reading quick and simple. The Tare function means you can
remove the weight of the wheelchair from the reading. Enter the
patient’s height using the full numeric keypad and you’ll get
their BMI reading, too.
Then, when you’ve finished using the M-650, simply lift it onto its
side using the handle, and roll away using the integrated wheels.

Indicator at waist height for easier
operation
For extra convenience, the M-651 has all the features of
the M-650 but has a column-mounted indicator.
This makes operation of the scale easier, particularly if
you’re intending to use it in a more fixed position.
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Do patients want to stand? Choose
handrails...
Fitted handrails make our wheelchair scale perfect for
those who wish to stand, but need a bit of support.
Choose two handrails (M-652) or go for the M-653, with
a single folding handrail, perfect for transportation and
storage. The indicator is conveniently handrail-mounted.

Key features
300kg capacity; accuracy to 100g
MDD Approved
Class III Approved
Powered by rechargeable battery
Hold/Tare/BMI
Low profile base with shallow ramps
Handle and wheels for portability
Column-mounted indicator (M-651)
Two handrails (M-652)
One hinged handrail (M-653)
Platform dimensions: 1150 x 800 x 66mm

Record weights or send them to
patient records
So, the M-65X series is a versatile range of solutions for
your weighing needs. But what they offer doesn’t stop
there.
Each of the four variants feature our premium indicator,
which is available with Bluetooth, Wifi or Micro USB
connectivity. Choose one of these options and, with
your patient database configured correctly, weight,
height and BMI data can be populated instantly in
their records.
Plus, you can choose the optional printer and get an
instant print-out of the patient’s readings.
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Marsden M-65X series: Key features at-a-glance
Column-mounted
indicator
Wheels and handle
(common to all
models)

M-651

Low profile base with
shallow ramps (common
to all models)
Multi-functional indicator
with Tare, Hold, BMI
(common to all models)
Two handrails

One hinged
handrail

M-650

M-652
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